Women’s
lliance

Hero Award

Nomination Form

The Hero Award acknowledges that women offer a unique approach
to leadership, which involves connecting and collaborating to effect
change and influence, often without position or authority. The Hero
Award will recognize a woman with demonstrated leadership capabilities who has the desire and commitment to make a greater contribution within our community by her pursuit, courage, enthusiasm,
and zeal.
Instructions: Please supply all the information requested below and on the second page.
Type responses in the boxes, save and attach completed application to an email addressed to
hero@arlingtontx.com or print completed application and mail to Arlington Chamber of Commerce, 505 E. Border St, Arlington TX, 76010.
NOMINATOR INFORMATION
Name:

Email:

Company (If applicable):
Address:
Zip:

City:

State:

Phone:

Relation to Nominee (Friend, Coworker, Relative, etc):
NOMINEE INFORMATION
Name:

Email:

Company (If applicable):
Address:
Zip:

City:

State:

Phone:

All nominations will be evaluated by the Hero Award Committee of The Chamber Women’s
Alliance. The top three applicants will be interviewed by representatives of the committee after
completion of a brief questionnaire.
ARLINGTON
CHAMBER

Submission Deadline: September 30, 2013

Please continue to second page.
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400 character limit (per question). Each question requires a response.
Is the nominee currently a member of the Arlington Chamber of Commerce?

Yes:
No:
Not Sure:

Please describe how the nominee has demonstrated excellence, creativity, and initiative in their
business, profession or life.

How has the nominee unselfishly assisted others in reaching their full leadership potential, and/
or demonstrated support for their professional advancement (especially women)?

What voluntary endeavors has this person pursued to positively affect the lives of others
(committees, organizations, etc)?

What characteristics and traits does the nominee possess that sets them apart from others?

Above all else, what ONE major reason do you feel this nominee should be the recipient of the
Women’s Alliance Hero Award?

See first page for instructions on how to submit.
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Thank you very much for your nomination
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